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Caney Valley Historical Society 
(FOREWORD) 
UJlTH the hope that 
it proves a pleasure 
and worth ... while treasure 
house of C. H. S. mem ... 
ories implanted with the 
spirit characteristic of 
this splendid school, the 
staff presents this 192.5 
volume of the Kane Kan. 
If we have succeed at all 
in our aim, it is onll) be ... 
cause of the splendid 
co ... operation of both 
facultl) and students. 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
DEDICATION 
IN order to show our respect 
and dpprecia tion for what 
our parents have done for us in 
our lives and especiallq in our 
High School life and for the 
efforts theq have put forth so 
that this annual might be pos.-
sible, we the Senior Class of 
'25 respectfullq dedicate to 
them this volume of Kane Kan. 
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UJE, the Kanekan Staff of 1925, desire to 
thank the student bodl], the facultl] , and the pat ... 
rons of Caneq High School for their co ... opera-
tion in the publishing of this qear's book. Cfhe 
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Senior Class History 
As we of the Senior Class are about to go forth into the world, we 
look back over the past four years, which have flown swiftly by-yes, 
too swiftly-and we thank our teachers who have helped us through this 
wonderful school-Caney High. We have always put forth every effort 
to help our school, arid when we leave, we leave a good record for other 
classes to try to break. 
We entered Caney High seemingly but a few months ago, but really 
in September, 1921. We had the largest and best class that had ever 
entered Caney High. Walter Waggoner was our president. We started 
our career in high school by giving the best chapel programs of any of 
the classes. When the call for football came, we had four for the team 
and three were on the basketball squad. Carl Wilson, then a member of 
our class, represented C. H. S. in the Verdigris Valley Declamation Contest. 
The next year John Rogers was our president. The old trio, John, 
Roy and Gib were on the football team and John made the All-Valley 
Team. We contributed four to the basketball squad. We again showed 
that we had talent when Jake Liberman became a regular on the debating 
team. Three members of our class were on the Nakenak staff. 
In our Junior year Helen Brown was our president. This year we 
again showed up well in football, and had five letter men. Garr and John 
were on the All-Valley Team, which John captained. But not only in 
athletics did we show our skill. In the inter-class debate, we were de-
feated by the Seniors by a mere .45 of a point in the finals. Jake and 
Chalmer were on the H. S. debate team. Betty Cavis represented the 
school in the Declamation Contest. We gave one of the best banquets 
that had been given to a Senjor Class. 
In this, our last year, Jake Liberman was elected president. Again 
we showed our superiority in activities. We had eight men who received 
letters in football. On the basketball squad we had four Seniors who re-
ceived letters. Speed was placed on the All-Valley Team. In debate we 
also showed our skill. Of the six regular debaters, five were members 
of the Senior Class. 
We have turned out some of the best students the school has had. 
In athletics, debate, music, and all outside activities, we have shown up 
brilliantly. We've given the evidence. 
Watch us go! 
E. E. E. 
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Senior Class Prophecy 
I was on the Redpath Lyceum Circuit, giving readings. The work 
was very interesting for it helps me to meet so many of my old classmates 
of '25. I was reading in the city of Denver when who should I spy out 
in the audience but Marvin Miller and next to him was Adaline Pittman. 
After the performance they came back stage and Marvin said he was in 
the mining business and that he had as manager an old friend, Charles 
White. Adaline was not married but giving viola lessons and studying 
art. I then told them of my meeting Kathryn Michels just before she 
left for Paris as a nurse to a very rich lady. Also that Jake Liberman 
had become a great lawyer noted for his ability at divorce cases. Chalmer 
Kirkbride was a noted engineer and was still dating Thelma Sloan who 
was head of the Commercial department at K. U. 
After some refreshments, I left my friends and took a train for an 
old town near home, in other words, Wichita, Kansas. On the train I met 
Lula Kincaid who was teaching school and was just coming back from 
summer school at Boulder. She informed me that Vera Wall and Emma 
Freidline were teaching too. ~.he also said Emma's sister Thelma was 
running a unique tea shop in Independence. 
I arrived in Wichita and had a lovely time. I went to the "Orpheum 
Theatre" and who should be singing a song of olden days but Faith Lewis. 
Of course I went back stage to see her and she told me that Rubye Morris 
was an accompanist to Doc Lambdin who was a famous bass soloist. I 
was pleased to hear of this and al o so happy to meet Marie Fuqua on the 
street. She was a successful woman for she owned a flower shop and a 
quaint gift shop. 
After leaving Wichita I decided to spend a day at an old friend's house 
who lived in Topeka. She was formerly Martha Boone, but now was wife of 
the governor of Kansas. He was not a Caney student, but he had placed 
several C. H. S. boys in fine positions. For D. W. Dow was his private 
secretary, and Everett Romig wa' oil inspector. As I only had one day 
vacation, I made the most of it. "Boonie" said that Helen Brown had 
married and was now touring the world, and that Lucy Hardman was 
giving lessons in typewriting at a business college operated by Audra 
Wakeland. 
We dined at a clever Bohemian restaurant at which who should be 
head waiter but Fred Clark. He said that Ralph Orr was head of the 
Prairie station in Caney. He also told us that Louise Baker was dean of 
women in the Illinois University, where her husband was a Professor. 
Soon I left to give an entertainment in Kansas City. Now in this 
city the first person I ran into was Everett Estes, he was an expert typist 
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and held the world's record. He took me out to dinner where we ran 
across James Murphy who had fallen in love many times but hadn't mar-
ried. This was rather a surprise. "Bill" was not working but merely 
helping his father with business. He said that Lee Roe owned a chain of 
farms in Iowa and was very wealthy. He al o aid that Darrel Dimmick 
had gone South and now was raising horses for race . 
Everett and I decided to go over to K. U. and see the game between 
Oklahoma and Kansas. To our surprise we found out that the coach was 
none other than Roy Garr while the coach of the Oklahoma team was 
Frank Ikerd. This made the game very exciting and the nice part was 
that the game was a tie. After the game "Toad" and Garr took Everett 
and I over the school and we met Anna Kersting ·who was head of the 
school cafeteria. After this I left for Caney, the old town where the 
Cla s of '25 graduated. Several of the students had remained in the old 
home town for Ralph Shelton was editor of the Chronicle while Gladys 
Pierce ran a first class restaurant and Brooks Stroup wa chief of police. 
The mayor was none other than Charle Kirby. Joe Liberman was the 
postmaster and employed Homer Parks as a clerk. 
That night we were talking over old time and old fellow students 
and they told me that Marie Ade was a politician and was thinking of 
running as governor of Missouri. Also that Ruth Burris was running a 
beauty parlor in Tulsa, and that Chester Babcock had become a Senator 
in Washington. Marcena Cooper owned a garage in the town of Sedan. 
While Edith Bell was teaching school in Havana. I later learned that 
Edna Crowell and Erma Eakes were studying for missionaries and wanted 
to go to China. Edna Earnheart had a millinery shop and employed 
Juanita Johns a· an as ·istant. 
I decided to take a day off from business ami go ·hopping. So while 
shopping I decided to have my fortune told . The Clairvoyant asked me 
to a k her any questions that I might wish. I was still wondering about 
the other students in the Class of '25. So I asked what Clarence Garr, 
Albert Farley, Agatha Holyfield and Doris Killion were doing. She told 
me that Clarence Garr owned a drug store in Salina, Kan ·as, while Albert 
Farley was a famous surgeon at Mayo's hospital. Doris Killion was hap-
pily married and Agatha was taking up pipe organ. - As I left the Clair-
voyant's I met Ailine Parks who ·was a designer for a shop in that city 
which happened to l>e St. Louis. 
I went to my room feeling contented because I knew what all the 
students in the Clas of '25 were doing. All hud been successful in life. 
-Betty Cavis. 
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Senior Class Will 
We, the Senior Class of '25, of the City of Caney, in the county of 
}'lontgomery, and State of Kansas, being of sound mind and memory, 
do make, publish and declare this our last Will and Testament, in manner 
following, that i to say: 
First-We bequeath to the Junior all surpluse from the treasury 
of the Senior Class. We leave our athletic ability to the Juniors to aid 
them in future contests as we feel they will need it very much. 
Second-To all teachers who have suffered nervous breakdowns we 
allow three months rest. 
Third-To the Sophomore we bequeath only their lifelong desire to 
be Juniors. 
Fourth-To the Freshmen, a ha always been the custom, we would 
only give advice. Always look up to your elders and work hard, neYer 
expect too much from the upper classmen. 
We devise and bequeath our individual talents in the follo·wing 
manner: 
Fred Clark_bequeath hi habit of attending assembly regularly t o 
Lyle Fleener. 
"Pug" Farley leaves his nickname to Ben Mcinroy. 
Marie Ade leaves her skill in arguing to Charlie Burn 
Betty Cavis leaves her talent as an actress to Franci Adams. 
Darrel Dimmick leaves his love for American Hi tory to anyone that 
wants it. 
Doc. Lambdin leaYes his self-consciousness to Tom lVIoore. 
Ralph Orr leaves hi· many years of high school experience lo Georg.: 
Emmington. 
Roy Garr leaves his ability to puni ·h a football to Clair Foster. 
Ailene Parks leave· her habit of talking to large audiences to Cecil 
Wilson. 
Homer Parks leaves hi. quiet manners to Sam Hardman, provided he 
does not marry before reaching the age of fifteen . 
Kathryn Michels leaves her coquettish ways to Helen Papes. 
To the library Marvin Miller bequeaths all past is ues of "Young 
Wild West," "Dead-Eye Dick" and all old "funny-papers." 
Agatha Holyfield wills her habit of getting to American Hi tory Clas · 
at 8:14 a. m . to Cecil Wilson. 
Chester Babcock bestows his title of ·'Shiek" on Ralph Jackson. 
Helen Brown leaves her ability to herd a Packard to Bess Folwell. 
Loui e Baker grants her capability as a student to Emma Lambiotte. 
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Edith Bell leaves her quiet ways to Reo Kirkbride. 
Lee Roe leaves his taste for bookkeeping to Miss Costello. 
Martha Boon leaves her reputation as a vamp to Nadyne, in order to 
keep it in the family. 
Marie Fuqua leaves her habit of avoiding boys to Thelma Foltz. 
Ruth Burris wills her "dimples" to the girl that needs them most. 
Clarence Garr leaves his experience with girls to Harvey Greer. 
Marcena Cooper wills his fiery disposition to Vernie Wallar. 
Lucy Hardman wills her discarded art of man-hating to Marion Prall. 
Edna Crowell leaves her ability as a typist to Esther Mays. 
Juanita Johns bequeaths her patience to Nadyne Killion. 
D. W. Dow wills his curly locks to Milton Gladfelter. 
Anna Kersting bequeaths her pep to Louise Bonham to be used as a 
stimulus. 
Erma Eakes leaves her good disposition to Cleo Truskett. 
Doris Killion leaves her "grown-up ways" to Ruth McQuillen. 
Edna Earnheart bequeaths two months experience with bobbed hair 
to any Junior girl that needs it. 
Lulu Kincaid leaves her taste for shorthand to Beatrice Oyler. 
Emma and Thelma Freidline leave their ability as farmerettes to the 
two girls that want it. 
Roe. 
Charles Kirby leaves his fleetness of foot to Fred Crosby. 
Faith Lewis leaves her ability to sing to Thelma Maze. 
Jake Liberman wills his strength as a politician to Everett Courtright. 
Brooks Stroup confers one last look of affection upon all the girls. 
Joe Liberman leaves his role as football player to Leon Wetmore. 
Audra Wakeland leaves her ability to take dictation fast to Adellia 
Rubye Morris bequeaths h er talent as a pianist to Dorothy Aitken. 
Vera Wall leaves her ability to meet all situations to Maurice Loriaux. 
James Murphy leaves his liking for s tudies to Oscar IIaubersin. 
Charles White grants his wit to Alonzo Detrich. 
Gladys Pierce wills her gift of always being contented to Helen Elliot. 
"Speed" Kirkbride leaves his title to Harold Hill. 
Adaline Pittman leaves her love of all boys to Colleen Rardon. 
"Toad" Ikerd gives his ability as an all-around athlete to Harold Baker. 
Everett Romig bestows his manly figure to William Farley. 
Ralph Shelton wills his ability to put out a Nakenak to Haze1 Brown. 
Thelma Sloan bestows her charming personality to Margaret Muir. 
E. E. E. 
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President _______ ________ ___________ _______________________ Sylvane Dancer 
Vice President ______________ ______________________ ______ Lucille Buckley 
Secretary ___ __ ___ __________________ _______ ______________ ___ ____ Max Jennings 
Treasurer ------ -- ------- ----- __ ___ __ _______________ ______ ___ William Moore 
Cla Motto __ __ _______________ ___ ____ "Sunrise not Sunset" 
Class Colors ________ ____________ __ ___ _______ ________ Green and Gold 
Class Flower ______________________________________ _____ ____ Sweetpea 
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The junior Class Voyage 
The 11th day of September, 1£22, the good ship C. H. S. stood 
anchored at the wharf of a new school year. It was the arne old ship, yet 
somewhat crowded, that had carried many passengers to safe harbor in 
the Land of Great Wisdom. Many people gazed upon it in wonder as 
they watched the eighty-nine boys and girls eagerly -tep aboard to sail 
over new and untried waters. Having finished the task of placing our 
signatures upon the ship's register, we became aware that all the deck..:; 
were so cro·wdecl that it would be necessary to reconstruct part of our ship. 
We were enthusiastic and asked many questions of Captain Tewell a s 
to the probable length of our voyage, and were assured that if we were 
persevering in our dubes, we should reach our destination at the end of 
four years. He also explained that our voyage of High School Life was 
over four seas, so closely joined together that they seemed but one im-
mense sea. With hopeful hearts we steamed out of the harbor, embarked 
on our Voyage of High School Life. Being socially inclined we enjoyed 
several events on the Freshman sea. Most of our time was given to the 
study of lesson . 
Tasks seemed long, yet class-time fleeting, 
And we all were brave and gay, 
Though our hearts, like drums, were beating 
On examination clay. 
With identification checks, we embarked on the second sea with better 
accommodations as our ship had been recon. tructecl. Our fears of ship-
wreck were wiped away, knowing that so able a staff of seamen had us 
in their charge. There were a few cases of ea sickness; some being 
tempted to throw up Algebra, Geometry and other disagreeable d ishe::::., 
but the Stewardess assured them firmly that they would have to con ume 
these indigestibles until they were perfectly as::::imilatecl, . o most of them 
managed to hold them clown. 
Every seaman did his best in assisting us to build up the ideals of 
the present, ·warning us of the evil rocks to be met in the channels of our 
onward course and we appreciate their thoughtfulness as we sail into the 
Junior Sea. 
We broackasted a message to the Seniors in the sea ahead, to meeL us 
on Halloween Island for an evening in the goblin's dens; then sailed on, 
enjoying many events and entering into athletic sports with interest. As 
-vvc approached the Senior Sea we paused and found forty-seven of ou1· 
number hacl withstood every gale . The great billows of e'<am. questions 
could not overwhelm us and \Ve se<.:ured the passports to carry us on lo 
the end of our voyage. 
Our boat glides on between the rocks that .guard the shore 
Bearing the Juniors of '25-to be a class once more. 
Again we thought of the class commencing The Voyage of Real Life, 
and invited them to meet us at Cape Banquet, that we might bid them 
adieu. OUR CLASS! 
Here's that she always may be in the right! 
Here's that her standard may eYer be white! 
Here'.· that what ever our future may be, 
Steady and fearlessly God-like may be-
OUR CLASS! -Florine Wade. 
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Sophomore History 
On September 3, 1923, we the Sophomore Class of '25, entered the por-
tals of learning. 
We started out full of pep and with Fred at the helm sailed through a 
successful year. 
0 car Haubers in, Edward Fitzpatrick, Harvey Greer, Irvin King and 
Lorenzo Torres made the football squad and it was the fight of these 
Freshmen which helped Caney High School win the cup. 
In basketball Johnny Marshall, Harvey Greer and Ed,,·ard Fitzpatrick 
shone. 
We also ranked high in other activities. 
This year we stepped upon the next round of the ladder. Looking 
back we have great sympathy for the present Freshman Class and wonder 
if we ever showed as much of the St. Patrick color. Alas! no doubt we did~ 
One day we met in the study hall and with the help of Professor Hill 
elected the following officers: 
Harvey Greer ·-------------------------------------------------------President 
Dorothy Aitken ________ ___ __ __________________ __ ___________ Vice President 
Fred Benson ______________________________________ Secretary-Treasurer 
Everett Courtright _______________________________________ _ Cheer-Leader 
When the coach started scouting for football men he had no trouble 
in discovering Theodore Wilke, Harold Baker, Irvin King, Edward Fitz-
patrick and Harvey Greer. Two of these men earned their letters thi 
year, and those who did not do so are determined to redeem themselves 
next year. 
We did not give up at the close of football season and when basketball 
time rolled around the gym felt the pattering of many Sophomore feet 
as the boys strove to make the first team. They were in some degree 
successful for Irvin King and Harvey Greer received a berth on the first 
team and John Paul Feist, Harold Baker, Freel Benson and Johnny Mar-
shall helped compose the second squad. 
To show the boys they were not the only ones who could rank high in 
athletics the girls went out for basketball with so much pep that when 
Miss Baldridge picked the four teams she gave positions to Dorothy Aitken, 
Ellen Clawson, Julia Hughes, Mary Jane Nolan, Cleo Truskett, Thelma 
Foltz, Eva Holyfield, Mary Lambdin, Ruth McQuillen, Effie Powers and 
Treva Barrington. 
During the year we have had chances to do work as a whole class 
and made the two haughty upper classes hustle- to win. Much to our 
delight we won the Nakenak contest and as a reward we watched Caney 
"wallop" Oswego. 
We also have among us several talented people. To prove this look 
at the Playmaker's Club, a group of the most talented people of Caney 
High. This club was restricted to forty-five members, but Reo Kirkbride, 
Francis Adams, Fred Benson, Ruth McQuillen, Dorothy Aitken, Trev3. 
Barrington, Glenn Barrett, Thelma Maze and John Paul Feist passed 
through all the necessary try-outs and were successful in gaining ad-
mission. 
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President --------------------------------------- ---------------- -Harvey Greer 
Vice President _______ _________ ___ ________ _____ ____________ Dorothy Aitken 
Secretary-Treasurer _____ ______________ __ ___ ______________ Fred Benson 
- ::--
Class Motto ------ ------ ------------ ------------"Onward, Upward" 
Class F lower _____ ___ __________ ___ ____ ___ ________ White Carnation 
Class Colors __ ____ ____ ______ ____ __ ___ __ _______ ____ Purple and White 

































































\Voods , Homer 
Zieg·enfuss , Harold 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Top Row, left to right-Verle Jones, J-\:enneth Sheats .. i\Ierle Kannanl, Johnney Mar-
shall, Irvin King, Harvey Gre~r, Edward Fitz11airick. Theo \Vilke, Homer 
\Voods, Ellis Slallanl, Vcn1e \Vull:w, Leon \Vetmon). 
Second Ro'>v-\Viley Howan.l, Lola Skinner, Alice llay!:', Ceiia \Vest, Aileen Bridestin;..:, 
Christine Baker, Bethel :\Ioyer, l\Iartha Theys, Eva Martindale. 
l'1'1argaret .i\Iuir, Leona Theys. 
BuLLum l{ow- ThclnJa FulLt., Trcva Barrin.gLon, Cleo T1·uskcll, FraJiccs "\dan1s, llclcn 
EllioLt, Mary Nolan, Anna Blade, Huth McGrew, Eva Holyfield. 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Top Row, left to rig·hL- IIarold Ziegenfuss, Os~ar Haubersin, IIarry Sebree, Vaugh>l 
Eranl, RoberL PaLLen;on, George Bank::; , Charley Burn::;, Ralph Jackson 
J~vcreLL CourLrig-hL, Georg-e GlaLI'elder, Gcorg·c Kirby 
Second Row- Everett Conklin, Alfred Lambiotte, Opal Long-, Inez Hendrickson, Effie 
Powers, Ruth Smith, Marion Prall, Reo Kirkbride, John Paul Feist, 
Glenn Barrett, Harold Baker. 
BoLLom Row-Bessie Hamilton, Ida Sprague, Ellen Clawson, Thelma Maze, Mary 
Lambdin, Colleen Rardon, Julia Hughes, Dorothy Aitken, Opal Baker, Fred Benson. 
Forty-fi ,-e 
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FRESI-IMEN 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
President ________ __ __ _______________ ______ _____________________ Pauline Aitken 
Vice President ____________________________________________ Ruth McQuillen 
Secretary ___ _________________________________________ __ __ _____ _______ Cecil Soden 
Treasurer _____ ___ __________________________ ____________ __ ____ Katherine Nolan 
- ::-
Class Motto __________ __________ __________________________ "Be Square" 
Class Color s ___ _____________________________________ Red and White 
Class Flower ________________________ Red and vVhite Rosebuds 
Aitken, Pauline 
Arnold, Sherman 
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Wilson, ellie 
Wilson, J esse 
Winkler, Harry 
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Freshmen History 
Realizing that height are attained only by starting at the bottom we, 
the Freshman Class of '24-'25, so started our high school career September 
1, 1924. 
On September 1st, a group of noisy children could be seen wending 
their way timidly down the halls of C. H. S. These students were of the 
Freshman Class which consisted of eighty members. 
With the help of our able sponsors Miss Naomi Case and Mr. James 
Baker \ve elected the following officers for the year: 
President -- ---------------------- ----------- ------ -------------Pauline Aitken 
Vice President _____ ____ ____ ___ __ _____________ _____________ Ruth McQuillen 
Treasurer -------------------- --- ---------------------------Katherine Nolan 
Secretary --------------------------------------------------· __________ Cecil Soden 
The first entertainment we attended was the all-school party given 
by the upper class men in honor of the Freshmen. After the splendid ini-
tiation given us by our fellow students the class felt it had become real 
members of C. H. S. 
One evening last fall we went on a hayrack ride to Moyer's Hill. Aside 
irom one of the hayracks breaking down and several people having to 
walk, our picnic proved to be a success. 
Ruth McQuillen was chosen by the student body to represent C. H. 8. 
as "Miss Caney" at the annual Neewollah celebration at Independence. 
This wa, perhaps the first time that this honor was bestowed upon n 
freshman. 
Our class was well represented in athletics. We had two men on the 
football squad, who are Oscar Haubersin and Gane Baker. 
Harold Hill, our Freshman yell leader, is secretary of the "Reel Hot" 
dub and also one of the yell leaders of Caney High. The Freshman girls 
took an active part in the girls' Basketball Tournament which was held in 
January. Evelyn Holeman and Blossom Roberds played on the first team 
with Katherine Nolan playing ub for guard. 
The three freshmen who were fortunate enough to be cho en fo1· 
mixed chorus and glee were Maxine Mitchell, Harold Hill and Eugene 
Floyd. 
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FRESHMEN CLASS 
Top Row, leiL lo righl- Jex!;ic Havener, AloJJ:t.O DcLrich, .Roy Jackson, Bernard l\'laddox, 
Leo Dancer, \Vilfred Monis, Ganes Baker, John Lewis, Oliver Levitt, 
Cecil Soden, Harold Hill. 
Second now- Ben Mcln1·oy, Eugene Hale, Evelyn Holeman, Blossom JtolJcrb, 
Marguerite White, Clair Rickey, Beulah Sheffield , Irene Hays, Firman Latinis. 
Bottom Row- Grace Courtney, Irma Stoy, Esther Blade, Georgia Killion, Lucille 
Stevens, Kathryn Nolan, Maxine Mitchell, Pauline Aitken. 
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jKANE·K~ 
FRESHMEN CLASS 
Top Row, left to right- Eugene Hale, Samuel Hardman, Mable Sell, Pauline VaneLLa. 
Glendine Young, Maxine ·wolf, Jewell Caffey, Viola Eagen, 
Sherman Arnold, Paul Benson, Guy Dow. 
Second llo\\·- William Noah, Jess Wilson, Harry \Vinkler, Frank Freidline, Chcstci' 
Huffman, Chester Folk, Lewis Badgley, Harold \Vinkler, ·william Farley, Oris Bennett. 
BoLLom Row- ·ellie \Vih;on, Violet Metcalf, Ray Hammon, Donella Troxel. Ruby Jack, 
Dimpel Bell, Lillian Roth, Lena Shelton, Alma Bennett, Imogine Jarvis. 
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Boys Glee Club 
lu:::;Lrudor-Mi:::;:::; W ilma Haggard 
Accompani:::;t-Clair Foster 
Fin;L Tenors : Edward FiL;-;palxiek, lla1·uld Hill, Max Jenning::;. 
Second Tenors: Homer ·wood::;, Eugene Floyd, Elli:-; Stallard, EvcrcU 
Romig, Clair Foster. 
First Bass: Frank Ikerd, Roy Garr, Marvin Miller, Jake Liberman. 
Second Bass: H owar d Lambdin, Fred Clark, Albert Farley, Tom 
Moore. 
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Girls Glee Club 
Inslrudor-Miss Wilma Haggard 
A<.:c.:ompanist--Ruhye Morris 
(•' irs ! So(Jt·anos: J It• len I lepner, BeLLy C;.l\· is, lla:~.el Bnl\vn, Loub<' 
Baker. 
Sel'on d Sopranos: Thel1na Ma:~.t•, Faith Lewis, J.:athryn J\Jichl'ls, 
r:n~lyn J ,ambiottc. 
First Altos: Dorothy Aitken, Edna Earnheart. 
Second Altos: Florine \Vade, Mary Lambdin , Maxine Mitchell, 
Emma Lambiotte, Colleen Rardon. 
Fi ft~· -sc n.: n 
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Mixed Chorus 
Im;lrudor-Miss Wilma Hag-garcl 
Accompanist--Rubye Monis 
Bcily Cavi~, Thelma 1\Iaze, Failh Lewis, Louise Baker, Hazel 
Brown, Kathryn i.VIichels, ~mma LamLiotlc, Dorolhy Ailkcn, Maxine 
Mitchell, Evelyn Lambioile, Mary Lambdin, .Jake J.ibennan, Evcrcll 
Romig, Marie Fuqua, Florine vVade, Tom Moore, Albert Farley, 
Howard Lambdin, Clair Foster, Marvin Miller, Fred Clark, Amour 
Louriax, Helen Hepner, Max Jennings, Edward - FitzpatricJ.:, Frank 
Ikerd, Eugene Floyd, Homer Woods, Ellis Stallard. 
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Hin Old Louisana" 
Cast of Characters 
Old Ned, a colored servant ___ ________ _________ Howard Lambdin 
Rose, the Pilot's adopted daughter ________________ Betty Cavis 
Dick St. John, a young sugar planter __ Edward Fitzpatrick 
Simon Scudder, Pilot's overseer _____ ___ __ ______ Albert Farley 
Holly Timms, a shady lawyer from 
New OrleanH ___________________________________ ..... Max Jennings 
Martha St. John, Dick's sister ___________________ Marie Fuqua 
Monty Gray, Dick's friend from the 
North ______________ ___________ ____ _____ ____ ______________ Everett Romig 
Pilot Robert Farley, pilot on the steamer "Eclipse," and 
owner of the "San Souci" sugar plantation_ Roy Carr 
Judy, .Neci"s wife ____________ ___ ______ ___ ____ _________________ _ Louise Baker 
Marquis de La Tour of Bordeaux, France ___ _ Paul Benson 
Bruce MacDougal, County Sh eriff ________ ___ _ Joe Liberman 
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"In Old Louisana" 
One of the best school entertainments of the year was the operetta, 
"In Old Louisana" which was given by the Music Department on January 
29. The success of the operetta was due as much to the untiring efforts 
of Miss Haggard as to the music students for their faithful work. Much 
credit must be given to Rubye Morris, the accompanist. 
Synopsis: Pilot Farley and a three-year old child are the only sur-
vivors of the ill-fated steamboat, "Winona." The Pilot adopts the child 
whom he calls Rose, and brings her up as his own daughter. When the 
operetta opens she has grown to young womanhood. 
Rose is loved by and returns the affections of Richard St. John, a 
young Southern sugar planter. Scudder, the villain, plans with the help 
of Jake Martin, and Holly Timms, a shady lawyer from New Orleans, to 
claim that the child rescued by Pilot Farley is the daughter of an octoroon 
slave who had been purchased by Martin some years ago. 
Rose, unaware of Scudder's plot refuses to become Dick's wife, be-
cause she did not know who her parents were and so feared she might 
have negro blood in her veins. 
The conspirators confront the Pilot with a faked paper to back their 
claims, but Dick intervenes and accuses Scudder of the falsity of the docu-
ment, which leads to a duel. Scudder shoots before the signal is given 
and wounds Dick in the hand. According to the code of dueling, Dick is 
allowed his shot, but he cannot bring himself to take a man's life in cold 
blood. 
Rose and the pilot's guests are attracted to the spot by the firing. 
Scudder is about to tell Rose that she is an octoroon, but he is interrupted 
by the arrival of Sheriff MacDougal and Marquis cle La Tour. The latter 
proves to be the grandfather of Rose. His agents have recently discovered 
that she is the daughter of his son who was lost with his wife on the 
Winona. He comes to Sano Souci in time to frustrate Scudder's plans. 
Scudder, Timms, and Martin are put under arrest. Marquis gives 
his consent to the marriage of Rose and Dick, and all ends happily. 
There is Rlso a love affair running through the operetta between Dick's 
sister, Martl,a, and his friend, Monty Gray, from the North. The come-
dians are Old Ned and his wife, Judy, who are the servants of Pilot Farley. 
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Orchestra 
Caney High School is very proud of its orchestra which is being 
developed into a group of real music makers. Miss Haggard has shown 
much ability in directing this part of the musical activities of the school. 
The orchestra has played at various · school functions and at the 
churches. 
The personnel of the orchestra is: 
First Violin .............. Maurice Loriaux, Milton Gladfelter 
Second Violin 
Fred Crosby, Thelma Foltz, Clair Foster, Reo Kirkbride 
Cello ----------·········-······························-----··-----------Betty Cavis 
Clarinet -------------------· ··· -----·-········· ················· ····Ellis Stallard 
Cornet ---·························---------·······················Max Jennings 
Tuba .................................................................... Tom Moore 
Trombone ................................ .... ............ .............. Bill Moore 
Drums ---------------------------------------------·------George Emmington 
Pianist ..................... .......... . ·················-······--·-Rubye Morris 
Trumpet ............................................................. Harold Hill 
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Verdigris Valley Music Festival 
March 27, 1925, Independence, Kansas 
Girls' Solo-"Sunset" 
HELEN HEP. ER 
Girls' Glee Club- "Fly Singing Bird" 
Mixed Chorus-"Blessed is the Nation" 
Mixed Quartet-"Mammy's Li'l Pigeon" 
BETH CAVIS MARY LAMBDIN ED-WARD FITZPATRICK 
Piano Solo-"Polish Dance" 
CLAIRE FOSTER 
Violin Solo-Sixth Air Varie 
MAURICE LORIA UX 
MISS WILMA HAGGARD, Director 










Much interest is manifested in Music this year, which is shown by the 
fact that about seventy pupils are enrolled in chorus work. This is one of 
the popular departments of the school, and has been made so by the able 
instructor, Miss Haggard. 
The Chorus classes were scheduled differently this year from last 
which permits more students to take chorus and yet have a study period 
twice a week. 
There are two classes of Girls' Glee and two of Boys' Glee. These 
combined make a strong mixed chorus. 
The members of the mixed quartet are, Mary Lambdin, Betty Cavis, 
Albert Farley and Edward Fitzpatrick. 
The Music Department has been called upon several times during the 
year to entertain for social and religious functions as well as the school 
activities. On all occasions they did honor to the department. 
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President _________________________________ _________ ______ Chalmer Kirkbride 
Vice President ___________________________________ _________________ Beth Cavis 
Secretary -- -------------------------------------···----·---··------Thelma Sloan 
Treasurer _______________________________ ___________________ Emma Lambiotte 
The "Playmakers" have had another successful year. We were di-
rected by Miss Easter who in t he language of today "knew her stuff." She 
directed the plays which were given anrl they were all a success. We have 
s tayed by our director and have had many goocl times together. 
The tryout wa::; given in Odol>er and everyone that had possibilities 
and talent tried out. A cons titution was adopted and the role was limited 
to thirty-five members. Every class in high school was well represented. 
The play that was given was: "The Charm School." 
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((MISS SOMEBODY ELSE" 
Faculty Play 
This year the faculty of Caney High gave a play. Every member of 
the faculty was in it. Each member was well fitted for his part. The 
name of the play was "Miss Somebody Else." The audience was large 
and was pleased with the play. The scandal edition of the Nakenak said, 
"The dignified faculty lowered their dignity 100 per cent. The play was 
given in the Gym and a large crowd of people numbering seven witnessed 
it. Most of the crowd got in on comps." But this was all false. The hero 
and heroine were Mr. McNair and Miss Easter and the villain was Mr. 
Baker. You know it must have been good. 
CAST 
Constance Darcy -- -------------------- -- --------------- .. Lucille Easter 
Celeste ----------------------------------------------------------------Naomi Case 
Ann Delevan --------- ------- ---- -------- ---- ----- -------------Violet Means 
Meldred Delevan __________________________________ __ ____ \Vilma Haggard 
Mrs. Blainwood ________________________________________________ Ella McClain 
Fay Blainwood -- ----- --------- --------------------------:Marie Baldridge 
Alice Stanley __________ ________________ _______________________ _____ Alice Papes 
Freda Mason ---- ··--·-·--··-------------------------Mrs. Esther McNair 
Mrs. Herrick ________________ __ __ _______________ __ ___ Mrs. Allison Prater 
Susan Rugg _________________ _______ ____ ________ _______ _________ Amne Berger 
Cruger Blainwood _____ __ __ ____ ________ __________ ___ ________ F_ S. McNair 
Ralph Hastings __ ____________________________________________ __ J. K. Baker 
John --------- --- ------ ---- ----- ------------------------- --- -- -----------G. A. Tewell 
Jasper Delevan ____________ ________________ ________________ __ A. M. Herron 
Bert Shaffer ________ ____ ________ ____ ______ ______ __ ____________ ___ _____ c. L. Hill 
- ::-
Business Manager ____________________ ________ ____________ Anna Costello 
Property Manager ------------·-··-·----------·------ -- -- --- --- -Anna Main 
Advertising Manager ------------------------- ------------- --J. K. Baker 
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AFFIRMATIVE TEAM 
Chalmer Kirkbride, Lola Martin, Jake Liberman 
NEGATIVE TEAM 
Everett Estes, Marie Acle, Ralph Shellon 
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Senior Play 
The tryout for the Senior Play was held Wednesday, April 2. 1925. 
The name of the play was, "The Arrival of Kitty." It was a thriller. 
Every person in the cast did better than he ever did before which always 
gives a success. Miss Lucille Easter coached the actors and was respon-
sible for their success. The play consisted of nine actors chosen from the 
Senior Class. There were many more in this most wonderful class t hat 
could have fulfilled the place of any of the cast but these were the ones 
who were honored by being able to represent this most wonderful Senior 
Class that ever graduated from Caney High School. 
CAST 
William Winkler .................................... Chalmer Kirkbride 
Bobbie Baxter ....................................... Howard Lambdin 
Benjamin More ............................................ Jake Liberman 
Ting .................. ................................... ........... Everett. Estes 
Aunt Jane ........................................................ Louise Baker 
Jane .............................................................. Betty CaviR 
Suzette ....................... ............... .. .... .. . DoriR Killion 
Sam ............................................................... Albert Farley 
Kitty ......... ... ...... .................... ................ .......... Rubye Morris 
- ::-
Business Manager ......................... ................ Thelma Sloan 
Property Managers .................... Vera Wall, Martha Boon 
Advertising Manager .............................. Chester Babcock 
Stage Manager ............................................ Joe Liberman 
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ATHLETICS 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
~· 
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"The Football Squad" 
- ::-
GAMES PLAYED 
C. H . S. _______________________________ _41 
C. II. S. ---------------- -- -- -- --- ----- -- 0 
C. H. S. _______________________________ 10 
C. H. S. _______________________________ 6 
C. H . S. ________________________________ 13 
C. H . S . -- -- --- --- ------------ ---------- 3 
C. H. S. ________________________________ 14 
C. H. S. ________ ____ ____________________ 18 
C. H . S. ---- -- ---------------------- ... n 
C. H. S. ______________________________ 114 
Tyro -------------------------------------- 0 
Elk City ---- ------------ ---- ------------ 6 
Oswego ---------------------------------- 0 
Fredonia ________________________________ 15 
Altamont ------------------------------ 0 
Coffeyville ___________________ _________ 16 
Neodesha ----------------------------- 0 
Independence ______________________ 0 
Cherryvale ---------------------------- 9 
Opponent::; _______ ______ .... _____ _46 
--::-
TOUCHDOWNS 
Frank Ikerd ---- ------ --- -- --------------------------------------- -- -·-···· --······-5 
Edward Fitzpatrick ------------------·---------------------------------------- _4 
Captain Garr --- ----- --------------------------------------- --- ----------------------3 
Chalmer Kirkbride -------------------- ----- ------------------- --- --- --- ----- --- -2 
Gilbert Addison ------------------------------------ ---- --------·-· ·-· ············-·1 
Oscar Haubursin ------~---------------------------------- ----- ---······· · ··------ 1 
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ROY GARR, CAPTAIN 
Right Half 
Wt. 160 lbs. Ht. 5' 9 '/~" 
Roy has played four years for Caney, his first year at guard, and 
the remainder in the backfield playing all positions. This year he played 





Wt. 144 lbs. Ht. 5' 4" 
"Gib" has played his fourth year in the backfield for Caney, ending it 
up by playing quarter-back this year, running this position with great 
skill and ease. Gib has served as the main cog in the football team and 
he will be greatly missed next year. 
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HARVEY GREER 
Left End 
Wt. 139 lbs. Ht. 5' 9" 
Two years ago Harvey filled the position at left end which his brother 
vacated the previous year. Harvey is an end that is very hard to get 
around and Caney can be glad that he has two more years to play football. 
- ::- · 
EVERETT ROMIG 
Left Tackle 
wt. 157 lu::;. Ht. 5' 8" 
Everett ha::; played two yean; at left tackle, always filling his position 
in the best manner. Whenever a hole was needed, Everett was there to 
make it. He will be graduated this year and his work on the line will be 
greatly missed. 
- ::-
OSCAR HA UBURSIN 
Guard 
\Vt. 196 lbs. Ht. 5' 11" 
"Bus" plays in the line at either guard or tackle, filling these posi-
tions alternately for the last two years. He will probably be back for two 
more years of football. His weight makes him a powerful line man and 
he will be valuable to the team next year. 
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JAKE LIBERMAN 
Center 
Wt. 172 lbs. Ht. 5' 8" 
In the absence of Rogers, Caney's center position looked quite bad 
but Jake came in and filled it exceptionally well. This is Jake's last year 
of high school, leaving the center position vacant for next year. Jake 




Wt. 190 los. Ht. 5' 11" 
Joe succeeded in making the guard position this year and showed up 
well, always there to do his part. But as this is Joe's last year of high 
school he will not be seen on the gridiron next year. His loss will a lso 




Wt. 155 lbs. Ht. 5' 8" 
This is Irvin's first year at right tackle but he still has two years 
to play the game. Irvin was not in the regular line-up until the latter 
part of the season when he showed his fight. He always does his best 
which, to say the least, is excellent. 
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HOWARD LAMBDIN 
Right End 
Wt. 148 lbs. Ht. 5' 91;2" 
"Doc" came out for football this year and made the position of right 
end, always doing his best in that position. While not a spectacular player 
he was always in every play. This is Doc's last year of school so he will 




Wt. 145 lbs. Ht. 5' 10 'h" 
"Jiggs" started the season out ai right end but because of injuries was 
forced out of several games but returned and played enough to receive 
a letter. He is especially good on the defense, showing great speed in 




Wt. 185 lbs . Ht. 5' 10" 
This is "Bob's" first year of football for Caney High, and while not 
playing regularly he played enough to get a letter and always did his part 
well when sent in. Bob will return next year and take up the game again. 
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CHALMER KIRKBRIDE 
Left Half 
Wt. 145 lbs. Ht. 5' 10" 
"Speed" has played two years in the backfield at left half, this being 
his last year. Speed is a very valuable defensive man; however, he was 
always doing his part in every offensive play. The backfield will be 
weakened by his loss in his position . 
.. •• 
FHAN K IKERD 
Right Half 
Wt. 128 lbs. Ht. 5' 6" 
"Toad" was going good this year and showed great ability with the 
pigskin. He is a very good offensive man because of his size and speed. 
You could always depend on "Toad" for a good gam. This is his last 
year, and he will be missed in the backfieid. 




Coach McNair returned to Caney High again to coach athletics and 
made his call for material to make another championship team on Septem-
ber 3rd. Last year's letter men who returned were: Addison, Garr, 
Kirkbride, Fitzpatrick, Greer, Haubursin, Romig and Rogers. Rogers 
soon left for an academy leaving six of last year's letter men and a large 
number of scrubs to be developed. After two weeks practice, Coach Mc-
Nair thought he would try his squad out against the Tyro team giving 
everyone a chance to play, beating Tyro 41 to 0. This wasn't enough of 
a work out for Me's team so he scheduled a game with Elk City and had 
a real battle with them on Sept. 26 up there, losing 6 to 0. 
The next Friday, Oct. 3, the real Valley conflict started with Caney 
playing Oswego here. The day was beautiful and such as is adapted to 
football and the Red and Blue gridsters left the field with the victory 
theirs by a count of 10 to 0. This started the Caney aggregation out to 
win the Valley. Chalmer Kirkbride carried the ball over for the touch-
down. 
The next game was played with Fredonia on their gridiron. The 
Caney eleven journeyed to Fredonia with grim determination to win but 
fate was against them and Fredonia won by a score of 15 to 6. "Gib" 
Addison made Caney's counter in this game. This was a hard game from 
start to finish and it would almost seem that luck was for the Fredonians. 
Last year Altamont had a very weak team and the game resulted in 
a track meet, Caney winning 68 to 0, but this year they recuperated and 
showed more power than in the previous years. Caney invaded their terri-
tory and played a hard game winning from them this year by a 13 to 0 
count. Ikerd and Garr carried the pigskin over for the touchdowns in 
this game. 
And now at last, the game that had been looked forward to with so 
much longing and impatience is at hand. Coffeyville came over here on 
Friday, October 24, and met an army of gridsters who put up a noble fight 
but who on account of misfortunes which could not be helped lost to Cof-
feyville by a small count of 16 to 3. The day was clear and a large crowd 
witnessed this game and know that the Red and Blue put up a battle that 
no other team has ever offered in the Valley. 
The next game of the season was with Neodesha who had a very 
light but fighting team. The game was played on the local gridiron and 
was a good game considering that several of the regulars were out of 
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the game and this naturally slowed the game up a good bit. The final 
count was 14 to 0 in Caney's favor. In this game Ikerd scored another 
touchdown by running forty yards in a broken field. Haubursin, who had 
been brought out of the line to fill the fullback position, scored the other 
counter. 
The next Friday was an open date so Coach McNair let his warriors 
take a rest for the game to be played a week later. On this elate, Novem-
ber 14, Caney met Independence at Independence. This was the first 
game that the weather man didn't predict a dry field to play on. It rained 
all day and the field was all mud and it was raining all during the game. 
But in spite of this mud the Red and Blue completely outclassed their op-
ponents and left the field with muddy clothes but having the consolation 
that they had turned the tables on Independence. The score was 18 to 0. 
In this game Ikerd again scored a touchdown by a spectacular run, and 
Fitzpatrick scored two touchdowns, going through the line, his opponents 
being unable to stop him. 
In order to keep in shape, as there was no game for the following 
Friday, an interclass game was played. The Seniors challenged the lower 
classmen and the challenge was accepted. The battle begun and after the 
smoke had cleared away and all the dead and wounded had been cleared 
off the battle ground, it was found that the Seniors had won 27 to 0. 
The last game of the sea on was with Cherryvale on their gridiron on 
Turkey Day, which resulted in a 9 to 9 tie. Caney v.ras plowing through 
Cherryvale's line for gains nearly every clown in the center of the field 
but the necessary punch could not be summoned when up to the goal line. 
Cherryvale had a good team but Caney outplayed them in every way and 
but for a bad pass which a Cherryvale man intercepted Caney would have 
had the game. Garr scored Caney's only touchdown in this game. Addison 
was injured in this game and a "sub" was sent in who couldn't fill the 
position like he did and the team was weakened considerably. 
Caney's football season closed with the Cherryvale game being in third 
place in the Valley. Even though Caney received no trophy to show for 
their work and skill the record of the eight games played will show that 
Caney had a real defensive team and hard to beat. Caney is not at all 
ashamed of the record made this year even though it could have been 
better. They are all the more determined now to be the Valley champions 
next year. Of this year's string of letter men ten will be graduated or out 
of football for some reason, leaving five letter men to return around which 
to develop a winning team. Those who will probably return are Fitz-
patrick, Haubursin, King, Greer and Jack. 
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GILBERT ADDISON 
Forward 
"Gib" has finished four years 
of basketball for Caney High, 
playing a stellar game at for-
ward. He has captained the 
squad for the past two years and 
has a lways shown skill with the 
ball. Because of injuries sus-
tained in football "Gib" was not 
in the game the earlier part of 
thi-; ~eason. 
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CHALMER KIRKBRIDE 
Center 
"Speed" has played three years for Caney, playing sub his first year. 
He certainly has an eye for the basket and succeeds in getting the ball 
through the ring. This is his last year and his excellent floor work will 
be greatly missed next year. "Speed" is an All-Valley forward and also 




"Doc" played a fairly good game of basketball this season, this being 
his first year for Caney. He played regularly at the fonvarcl position the 
first part of the season but retired to the bench the latter. Doc will be 




"Toad" played his forward position in a manner that was hard for 
the opposing guards to comprehend. He played the game at all times and 
was a very valuable man to the squad. This is his first year and also his 
last one and he will be missed from the line-up next season. 
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HARVEY GREER 
Guard 
Harvey is one of the best guards in the Valley and no doubt before 
he quits basketball will be the best in this part of the state. This is 
Harvey's first year and he has two more to play yet which will help 
Caney High a great deal in the defense. "No one gets past" is his motto 




Charles subbed at forward this year and received enough credit to 
obtain a letter. Charles is little and fast and is very goocl on the floor. 





Irvin is also a real guard and hi stellar work in that position has 
been wonderful. This is also his first year and he too has two more years 
yet to play for Caney. In this set of guards Caney will have a defense 
for the next two years that will be hard to pass. 
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BASKETBALL 
There was no need to make a call for a basketball squad because almost the entire 
football squad along with a large number of others were anxious for the season to 
open. Practice started on the first; of December with about thirty men out for the 
squad. After about two weeks of practice the "Coach" secured a game to try out his 
hopefuls. This game was with Sedan, winning from them by a score of .... to..... A 
preliminary was played with Tyro by the Second string, being also successful in the 
attempt, the game ending 13 to 2 in the Second's favor. 
Then vacation period opened but training· was continued. A game was again 
secured with the "Used-to-Be's" which ended in defeat for the one time favorites of 
Caney High. 
The first Valley game was January !:) at 0 wego. Thi game showed great ability 
even though the team was not in very good shooting trim. Keeping a lead on her 
opponents throughout the entire game, the final whistle blew with Caney 19, Oswego 
14. 
January 16, brought Fredonia to Caney for a real battle. This is decidedly the 
fastest game ever played on the local court. It was Caney's desire to get revenge 
from Fredonia but the time-keepers whistle again decided in favor of Fredonia with 
a score of 15-14. 
With the change of the schedule this year it fell Caney's lot to play Altamont 
on the home court, January 20. 'lhe score of this game resulted in a very decideu 
victory for the locals, winning 00 to 7. 
And now the Caney prowess invades Coffeyville to secure consolation for their 
football defeat. On January 27 Caney swept them off their feet in a mighty whirl-
wind fashion and won the day 25-19. Kirkbride was the spectacular player in this 
game making nineteen points for Caney. 
On January 30, Caney also went out to conquer with her prey this time being 
Neodesha. The team said they would take nothing short of victory and the victory 
came in a very decisive manner. the game going to Caney 29-15. 
Independence came here to try her luck but with no avail because they returned 
home with the small end of a 21 to 12 score. Although Independence had a very fast 
team and some excellent team work they found that the company they were in was 
entirely too fast for them and were content at the outcome of this game. 
The la t game of the first round was with Cherryvale on the local court. Cherry-
vale al o met with disaster resolving that they were outclassed in every way. The 
final whistle gave Caney the game, score 25-12. 
Caney again secured her berth •)ll the high four and played Fredonia at Fredon ia 
in an effort to remove Fredonia from her perch as the leader of the Verdigris Valley 
League but because of the unavoidable elements that sometimes enters in, Fredonia 
won again 24-13. 
The next team in the high four was ~eodesha. Neodesha came down to play on 
Lhe local court with lots of pep and fight but were outclassed and the Locab Look 
the victory by a 30-24 score. 
And now we come to Lhe last game of the sea ·on in the Leag-ue. Independence 
who started out rather poorly in an earlier part of the season was going good for the 
last game with Caney. After a game of "give and take" or one in_ which neither was 
certain of the outcome, Caney left the court again the victors, defeating Independence 
33-29. 
The long looked for Tournament date is now at hand and Caney sent a team to 
Neodesha that was practically undefeatabie when in shape but because of sickness 
and other unpreventable things Caney'. team was crippled considerably and that ac-
counts for their misfortune at the Tournament which ended with Caney winning one 
game and losing two. The first game of the tourney was with Cherryvale ami 
Caney succeeded in trouncing them to the tune of 24 to 16. The next game with 
Chanute gave Chanute the best end of a 23 to 16 score. Caney's final game of the 
tournament was with lola, being defeated by only two points. The score stood 20 
to 18 in favor of lola. 
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THINGS WISE 
AND OTHERWISE 
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GYMNASIUM 
AUDITORIUM 
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BOOKKEEPING 
TYPE\\'R.ITI~G 
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~ ~~~ ~ANE-K~ ~~., ~~ 
DOMESTIC ART 
DOMESTlC SCIENCE 
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CHEMISTRY 
MANUAL TRAINir G 
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Girl Reserves 
CABINET 
Thelma Sloan ______________________________ __________________________ President 
Nadyne Killion ___ ____ ____ ___ ______ ____ _______________ __ __ _ Vice President 
Hazel Brown _______________ __ _______________________________________ Secretary 
Kathryn Michels _________ ___ _______________ ________ _____________ Treasurer 
Edna Earnheart _______ Chairman of Program Committee 
Helen Hepner _________________ Chairman of Social Committee 
Evelyn Lambiotte _________ ___ __ Chairman of Social Service 
Sponsors: Case, Main, Papes, Berger, Mean and Costello. 
Frances Adams 






Chris tine Baker 
Juanita Bell 











Bes ie Jack 
Ruby Jack 
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Student Advisory Council 
Three officers from each class in Caney High and 
a few members of the faculty form the Student Advisory 
Council. This council is supposed to meet on the first 
Monday in every month. It takes up problems of the 
school that are important. The thing of most importance 
which it did this year was to give lessons of sportsman-
ship. At the first game of the season little slips of 
paper were handed out. These were the lessons called 
"Sport Ethics." This helped the sportsmanship of Caney 
greatly. 
The officers of the student council were: Mr. 
Tewell, president; Chalmer Kirkbride, vice-president; 
Jake Liberman, secretary-treasurer. 
The role was: Kathryn Nolan, Ruth McQuillen, 
Pauline Aitken, Fred Benson, Dorothy Aitken, Harvey 
Greer, Bill Moore, Lucile Buckley, Sylvane Dancer, Ralph 
Shelton, Jake Liberman, Chalmer Kirkbride, Miss 
Ramage and Miss Easter: 
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ALGEBRA CLUB 
Not enough Algebra! This was the idea of a number of studious 
freshmen when they asked Miss McClain to help them organize a club to 
be known as Algebra Cluu. A meeting was called and a plan laid to meet 
twice a week for 30 minutes to solve and explain some of the more difficult 
problems and to tudy the li\'es of those early mathematicians who e works 
form the foundation for our present day algebra. The problems were to 
be given in the form of programs, prepared by a committee, and the meet-
ings were to be conducted according to the general rules for organized clubs 
except that the officers ·were to be elected monthly, thereby giving oppor-
tunity for a number to hold office. 
As the work of the club progressed from time to time discussions 
arose as to the use of algebra to girls. A debate was the outcome of the 
discussion which was: ResolvEd, that girls c1o not need a knowledge of 
algebra. The affirmative won this debate which settled the question for 
the time being. On April 15 a trial by jury wa held which involved a 
theft of problems between two prominent club members. This ended in 
acquittal for the accused for lack of evidence. 
These programs together with an occasional hike by the club havE' 
proved very entertaining as well as instructive, and were enjoyed by all. 
All feel that the time given to the club has been well spent. 
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Top Row, left to right- Chester Babcock, Audra \Vakeland, Ralph Shellon, 
Jake Liberman 
Second Row--I~uby Morris, Chalmer Kirkbride 
Third Row Thelma Sloan, Everett E..;tes, EYerett Romig-, Edith Bell 
Bottom Row- Rulh Burris, Charle~ While, Edna Earnheart 
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Top Row, left to right- Jake Liberman, Betty Cavis, Tom Moore 
Second Row- Ralph Shelton, Martha Boon 
Third Row- Pauline Ait.hen, l\Ii~s Papes, Hazel Brown 
Bottom Row- Thelma Maze, :\1i~s Bald1·idg-e, Julia Hughes 
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CALENDAR 
Sept. 1-Freshmen arrive 0. K. 
Sept. 8-Virginia Wallar, Thelma Kirby and other graduates an-
nounce their intention of enrolling again. 
Sept. 12-All School Party . 
Sept. 19-H. S. Teachers' Picnic at Havana Lake. 
Sept. 26-Football at Elk City. 
Oct. 1-Sophomore Hike. 
Oct. 3-Football game, Caney and Oswego-we won. 
Oct. 9-Hi-Y organized and G. R. Recognition Service. 
Oct. 10-Fredonia and Caney. 
Oct. 13-Senior Hayrack ride; also horseback ride. 
Oct. 14-Parent Teachers' Association meeting. 
Oct. 15-Caney at Altamont. 
Oct.16-17-18-Teachers' Meeting Vacation!!! 
Oct. 24-Coffeyville and Caney battle. 
Oct. 30-Teachers' Party. 
Oct. 30-N eodesha played here. 
Oct. 31-Juniors entertain Seniors at Halloween Party. 
Nov. 4-First Lyceum Number. 
Nov. 11-Senior Chapel. 
Nov. 14-Caney's team played at Independence. 
Nov. 18-Junior program- "American Education Week." 
Nov. 25-Sophomore program. 
Nov. 27-Turkey game at Cherryvale. 
Dec. 5-"Charm School" great success . 
Dec. 12-Faculty "Kid Party" was great. 
Dec. 15-Second Lyceum number. 
Dec. 16-Freshmen gave their first Chapel program. 
Dec. 18-G. R. "Give Party." 
Dec. 19-The long-looked for Christmas vacation began- after Caney 
had defeated Sedan. 
Jan. 1-Martha Boon resolved to find how to win and hold love. 
Jan. 13- Meeting of Mothers and Sponsors and the Seniors wore white. 
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Jan. 15-16-Ileadaches-Real Tears-and-Final Exams! ! ! ! 
Jan. 15-Edward Fitzpatrick didn't take an exam-ah! it was just 
a dream Kathryn had. 
Jan. 20-Caney swamped Altamont 30 to 7. 
Jan. 27-Caney 25; Coffeyville 19. 
Jan. 29-"In Old Louisana" presented by Music Department. 
Jan. 30-Caney quintet marched forth to victory over Neodesha. 
Feb. 4-Debate-If Caney had not have lost, Independence would 
not have won. 
Feb. 6-Independence and Caney here. Big Snake Dance! ! ! ! 
Feb. 11-Juniors had their portraits taken. 
Feb. 13-Helen Papes represented Caney High in Declamation con.-
test at Neodesha. 
Feb. 13-Double-header with Cherryvale at home; boys victorious, 
girls defeated. 
Feb. 19-K. U. Glee Club is royally entertained by C. H . S. 
Feb. 20-Caney's quintet went to Fredonia but--
Feb. 22--Freshies had Washington Party. 
Feb. 27-Caney 30; Neodesha 24. 
Mar. 4-Students, faculty and friends listen to president's inaugural 
speech. 
Mar. 6-Caney defeated Independence 33-2~. 
Mar. 12-Preliminary Contest. 
Mar. 27-Caney is represented at Independence by Mu ic Department. 
April 1-Annual publication of "Foolscap." 
April 6-Faculty Party. 
April 17-Mother and Daughter Banquet. 
April 25-Verdigris Valley track meet at Coffeyville. 
April 30-Senior P lay. 
May 1-Junior-Senior Banquet. 
May 17-Baccalaureate Sermon. 
May 19-"Class Day." 
May 21-Good-bye Seniors. 
May 22-Commencement. 
-Edna Earnheart. 
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The A. B. C. of C. H. S. 
(With apology to all poets) 
A- is for the assembly to which we gladly pass, 
And enjoy the programs g-iven by each class. 
B- is for the B. B. team which we're proud of, you bet, 
Ev'n tho we've lost a few times, we're still on top yet. 
C- is for Caney Hig·h, a school set apart from all the rest, 
Fo1· of course she's our Alma Mater-the school we love th<' best. 
D- stands for arg·ument or in other words dei.Jate, 
Another activity in which we partake. 
E- is for the exams, which all of us dread, 
And even the "wise owls" find their knowledge has fled. 
F-stands for "flunk" the honible in all your dreams, 
If you don't know what it is, ask a Freshman what it means. 
G-stands for g-rades- red and blue ink are the hues, 
Red ink denotes failures and the results are-the blues. 
H-stands for the hall; please don't linger there, 
For Principal Tewell rather seems to care. 
l-is for illne s which we sometimes nse, 
When we're absent from school to g-et an excuse. 
J-stands for J esson, the faithful janitor, 
Whose service to the High School the students already know. 
K-is for kickers, who are always against, 
All moves for improvement to help C. H. S . 
L--is for lessons-the students daily task, 
And when we don't chance to have them, we of'n skip that class. 
M-stands for music in which we're not far behind, 
But as we're still climbing; we'll reach the top sometime. 
N-is for the successful Nakenak Staff, 
Which keeps C. H. S. in the A-1 class. 
0-stands for the operettas-sure we have them too, 
They've all been successful ev'n tho we've just had a few. 
P-stands for parties, the one occasion where we have fun, 
And of'n the place where friendships were first begun. 
Q-is for quizzes which most of us take, 
Till our brain is all whizzes and our fing-ers ache. 
R- tands for rules and regulations by which we must abide, 
For our school wouldn't run so smoothly without these for a guide. 
S-who doesn't know who that is for? 
Anyone knows that it means Senior. 
T-is for teachers, so patient and kind, 
A group we'd like better would be hard to find. 
U-stands for something and as my brains are few, 
I'll simply state "That C. H. S. depends a great deal upon "u." 
V-stands for vacations- a time for pleasure and good cheer, 
And we anxiously await its coming- the end of the school year. 
W- stands for whispering- no school is minus this, 
In low tones or loud tones-to the student it's a bliss. 
X- stands for the unknown in Algebra I, 
When hunting for it the Freshmen have fun . 
Y - is for the yell-leaders, whose work i · no snap, 
When they back our teams to victory and put C. H. S . on the map. 
Z- stands for several thing·s, zer o, r.eal, and zest, 
But the zero in grades and weather the students know th best. 
- L. Kincaid. 
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Miss Papes: I will give you three days to get your English themes in. 
Bill Moore: All right, Miss Papes, I'll take the Fourth of July, Chri tmas and 





USE NATURAL GAS 
FOR 
LIGHT AND FUEL 
THE CANEY 














l ::-.....- _.._. _...,._.... -..... -..- _..,.._..,._...,..- . . .... -..... -...... _.... -. -. -·----~----· -:: 
Beth Hoofman (passing thru the streets of Coffeyville kept glancing up at the 
electric street lights) : It sure must be a lot of trouble to light all these little lights! 
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Bill: Dearest, do you think you could be happy with a man like me? 
Bess: Well, perhaps-if he wasn't too much like you. 
i-- -- ----··· ···--- -·-· .... -






t l THE BEST OF FRESH MEATS 





I ESTES STORE 
1 "NUFF SAID" 
l l Phones 248-249 600 N. Wood 
1 ::_...,_- __.._._...,._...._....._...,._..... _....._....._.,...-....--.-_....._.....__. _...,.__.__...,.._ ...... . . . . _... _....-:: 
"Flee! cried Esther. "You mean fly," corrected Charlie. "vVell, never mind what 
insect I mean," she replied. "Just git! Pa's comin'!" 
r-·-----~~MIN:~:-:~::;--·~ 
Devore Paint is the Best, and in the end Cheapel' 






I BURGNER BOWMAN-MATHEWS LUMBER co. I 
i Phone 144 !' 
I I u-.....- _......__....__..._ .. _.....- .•. • __. _....__.._..... _....._... _....._..... __..._.. _....___. -:: 
During the Junior banquet Miss Costello sat regarding Max with evident alarm. 
Undismayed by her glances Max ate plate after plate of br ead, butter, and cake; at 
last Miss Costello could stand it no longer. Going up to Max, she said: 
"My boy, have you never read any book which would tell you what to eat, what 
to drink, and what to avoid?" 
"Why, Miss Costello," replied Max, with his mouth fu ll of cake, "I don't want no 
book. It's very simple. I eat all I can, I drink all I can, and I avoid bustin'." 
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Mrs. Prater (in Psychology) Which of the five senses is the most important? 
Lucille: The sense of touch. 
Mrs. Prater: And why? 
Lucille: Because you cannot see, hear, taste, or smell a pin, when you sit down 
upon it, but you can feel it. 
:--------- ·-·---:; ,:------------· -· . -.-. ·:r 
: I t i 
! t 1 t 
! NEW MEAT t 1 Our Fountain Service f 
! t 1 t 
t 1 t MARKET i i is the best. l 
t t i 
Best l + 1 






1 f G. E. BLACKLEDGE, Prop. f 
1 QUALITY and QUANTITY + 1 I 
1 I 1 t 
t I t : :::-....._...__.__.._..._.... _ ____,._,.._.,. _ _...,._..,.._ .... :: :_:-.... -. . . . __...__.__...._......_.. __ _...__..,__ ...... :: 
::......_.,...._..,.._ -- _ _..._.,..._...,_..._....._...._:; n...__..__..,.___...,._ ... _. - •••• ....,_.._......_.,..._:: 
f 
t ~ t I • t • Quality Bread I Murphy Dry 1 t t t • 1 l 1 
i BREAD that is rich and t I Goods Co. creamy with a full whole- t 1 some flavor- t t 
i t i BREAD that is nutritious t Caney's up- to- date t and health building- + l I + I + I • I BREAD that always sa tis- + 1· Dry Goods, Ready-to- + t I t fies- • 1 I 1 Wear and Millinery 
1 
Is the kind of bread made at t I t Caney Bakery t Store. l 1 I 1 1 Phone 16 t 
1 J. C. SHUMAKER, Prop. t 1 t 
1 Phone 500 l 1 CANEY KANSAS t 1 For Sale at Your Grocery l 1 t 
1 1 t :·:_...._..,.._......_.... _...,__..,_ t _....,.__.. __ _.,. _..... ----::: u-.... -·~-... -.-_._._..,_ ___ ... _._.u 
Miss Berger: Has absolute Zero been discover ed yet? 
Vivia: Yes, Ma'm! " 
Miss Berger: Where? I have never heard of it. 
Vivia: On my grade card. 
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Audra: I hear Rubye is filing her old love letters. 
Edna E.: Are they as rough as that"? 
_....__...._...,_.. ____ :: 
I 
1 FISHER'S GROCERY 
t 
Good Groceries 
I Phones 325-326 Caney, Kansas I 
t t 
::-...___,.._.,._...... - • • • --+-- .... _......_..__ ... -· ... -· --· - · --...,.._.._._..,.__ .,._.,._..,._....._......_ ~...--.-...._:i 
Speed had sprained his ankle, so Thelma helped him up four flights of stairs to 
his class room. As he entered the class room he began singing "Love Lifted Me!" 
j.-· -· -· ~-· e._... ~ .. -C,__...r-ow~-~- -a--so-li::~ ~ ~---------~-:: 
Polarine Oils:---
STANDARD OIL CO. 
W. A. RILEY, Agt. 
Betty: Did you know that kiss is the language of love? 




Caney Ice & Cold Storage 
t 
I 
::-+--•- ..,._. . . . ....,._. __..._ ·-·--.-.- ....-...-..__..._.,.__ __ ....._.... . . -.._.__..._ . -•-U 
Harold Z.: Docs Irma talk in her sleep? 
Bessie H.: No, and it's awfully exasperating. She only smiles. 
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In English. Ralph B. : What makes our grades so low in quizzes? 
Mrs. Prater: Why, I su pect it is because the question are not properly answered. 
::.....-..._....._- ._._....,..__..,._....,.._. I I e • • • :: . . 
I • 
: We Strive to Please ! 
I I 
+ l 
1 MAHON t i FURNITURE COMPANY ! 
I I 
+ : I Phone 429 J 
1 
1 The Home of Good Furniture 
1 . ;:-...... -....-...... .. _...,___. ------....--.. _...,_- -----+ --..:: 
u._._._ __ ..,..__._·-· ---------~~~~ 
I l 
! C. S. LINGLE, Tailoring f 
I CLEANING, PRESSING, j 
1 DYEING and ALTERING j 
i Phone 476 j 
t l 
1 
One Day Service ! 
1 Work called for and delivered : 
1 ! ::-....-....--+-+-....-...- -....--..---._....-......:: 
Willis (to Max in history one morning): Talking about America, Max, have 
they tall buildings here? 
Max: Tall buildings? Well I should say! The last one I worked on, we had to 







Save for a purpose and "Old Age;' Will take 
Care of It elf. 
We Will Appreciate Your Ar.counts 
THE HOME NATIONAL BANK 
Caney, Kansas 
CERTAINLY 
An Englishman (calling operator): Yes, this is Mr. 'Arrison. 'Vhat? You can't 
'ear? This is Mr. 'Arrison- Haitch, hay, two hars, a hi, a hes, a ho, and a hen-
'Arrison. 
:.: .... -. --- _.,.___.._ -•------+-;: ::+-+--....- - _,..._ .. _ ...__..,.._...._,..._.__...,._...,._:; _ • j • j 1 I PAINT and GLASS j + t + + 
t Window Glass, Plate Glass, t I j • 1 Auto Glass t 1 t 
1 l 1 T. C. HANSEN f I GLASS GLASS j 1 • + I 
1 
MA ZE t 
1 D ENIST j I • 1 j • I 
I j t j + 
1 105 N. State St. Phone 682 + 1 f I I Caney, Kansas + t i + + 1 I 1 • • U• • • • • • ._.....__.._ _ .... -------· -· -..-:: ::--.-.... -. ·-·-·-- ·-.... -...~_.--..u 
Mr. McNair (in agriculture): Where is a suitable place for cat tails to grow? 
Cleo: Why, on cats, I g·uess. 
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OVERHEARD 
Aunt Min: Mose is yo' all shore yo' didn't marry me fo' mah job? 
Mose: Co's ah didn't, gal. Jest yo' all go on an' keep yo' ol' job. 
U-+-+--+-- -+-•-- -----..._, 
1




YOST SISTERS t 
General Repairing, t 
1! Storage, Gas f 
and Oils t 
Phone 168 f 
PHOTOGRAPHERS f 




• t : 
::-·-...-·- ..... -----·------·-·- -....--·-·:: + ·-·-·- ·-·------ · -__._......:: 







DANIELS CLOTHING COMPANY 
" THE HOME OF GOOD CLOTHES" 
Kuppenheimer and Block Hats, for men who care 
Stetson Hats for both men and young men 
Crossett Shoes and Interwoven Hosiery 
Johnny Tupant Suits for Boys. The suit with the extra pair of pants 
If it is Clothing or Furnishing Goods you want 
CALL ON US 
! 
I 
~ ...... __..__._:: 
-COME GAS WITH US-
Radcliff Gasoline Company 
R. R. RADCLIFF, Prop. 
Phone 87 
E. B. WEST 
DEALER IN 
REAL ESTATE 
Fourth and Main 
r--;::~re:~~~~-i 
1 SHOES AND LADIES' f 
! READY-TO-WEAR t 
1 SEE f 
! GODDEN'S I 
t ' ::--+-~__,..._...._ .... _._ -. -·---... -. _... :: ;:-·-·---__. _ _._ .... _ -·-....- -·----·:: 
Tom Moore wrote to his father for financial aid, and he, feeling- a bit shaky about 
the impression his letter would make, added the following postscript: 
"P. S.-Dear Father: I am so ashamed to have asked you for this money that 
I have run after the postman a long way to get this letter back, but am unable 
to catch him. My only wish now is that you will never get this letter." 
The father replied by return mail: "My Dear Son: I am hastening to make 
you happy by telling you that your wish is gTanted. J never received your letter. 
Your loving father." 
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::.....-...._...__..._......_ _.,_..,.._ ..,_......_...._......._:: ;:__.,..__._ ..... _.....__..___._ ..... _. __ _..,..__. ____ :: 
1 i 1 
REPAIRING l : £xi~ e i 
Roy D. Joy I , I 
AUTO NECESSITIES t BATTER I E 5 
t t Where the better class of ; 
SEIBERLING TIRES t t automotive Electrical work t 
+ costs no more. + 
MOBILOILS FORD PARTS ! I 
f Automotive Electric Co. 1 
1 
1 Phone 123 Caney, Kan a 11 
• i .. 
-----·- -·-·-.... ---------·-!! ::·-·-.....-- -----·- . __..._ ... _ ....--...-....-...... -.: 
GREASING 
PHONE 28 
Congratulations to the Class of 19 2 5 
We hope you \¥ill always be successful in all t 
you undertake in every wor thy act 1 
and deed through life. 
D.M.LEACH 
"The Hallmark Jeweler" 
GIFTS THAT LAST AND CONSCIENTIOUS SERVICE 
:t-•-- +--• ._ ... _ __..._ .....,._ ... _....._ ... _ ... _ .... .....-.....-....-..... - -----· ·-...-...---..- -----:: 
i 





Reo: Marion told me that you told her that secret that I told you not to tell her. 
Lola: Cat! I told her not to tell you. 
Reo: Well, I told her I wouldn't tell you if she told me, so don't tell her I did. 
The Caney Valley National 
Bank 
A FRIEND TO ALL 









J ::-...-..- -+--•-- _...,._.._ .... _._.,__ ___ ....,_ .... ...,__....._.._. __ _ ... _ .. _ ....___._ .. _ .....__.._ --:: 
"What's wrong?" asked Miss Costello, "You look worried." 
"I am," James replied, "I wrote a note to Bess asking her to marry me, and one 
to my father asking him if he took me for a fool. Some one called up and said "yes." 
I do·1't know which it was." 
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Education and Home 
Education is the foundation of the Ameri-
can home. It brings that enjoyment to the 
home which nothing else can do. That edu-
cation is available to you through our system 
of schools, and in attendance to these schools 
you form valuable friend hips which enable 
you to further enjoy these homes. This en-
joyment may be greatly enlarged by the ap-
pearance and arrangement of the furnish-
ings of the rooms which compose the home. 
With our complete line of HOUSE FUR-
NISHINGS we can complete that home from 
the basement to the garret so as to make it 
a joy forever. 
The Atw-ood-Carinder 
Hardware and Furniture Co. 
Phone 63 Caney, Kansas 
• 
1 
























1 ::-·- ·-· ·-·--..- ..... -·-·-·-..,._...._..._...._ .. _._ -·-·-· .. _....._ ...._ ...... -·-:: 
His girl goes to the opera how;c, 
Mine goes to the movie show. 
His g·irl wears silks, and satins, 
Mine wears calico. 
His g irl is gay and fr ivolous, 
Mine's demure and good. 
Do you think that I would changl' wiLh him? 
You bet your life I would. 










E. A. ELLIOl_,T 
TWO STORES 
North Wood East Side Grocerg 
Phone 277 Phones 130 131 
·--------~ 
"Your dollar will buy more goods here than any 





1 t ::-....- ..... __.....____...._ .... _..._.....__..._ .. _ _.......__.._,..._....._...._....._ _ ..-· _..,.._ ... _ ..... __. - -· _ ... _ ..... _ _. _ _.., -:: 
Miss Berger: What is Trigonometry? 
George E.: A man with three wives. 
- ::-
Miss Papes: Give the principle parts of lay. 
Imogene J.: Lay, hatch, cackle. 
::----- - -+--•- ..__._ ..... _ ..... _ .. _.__.....,_..._..._...._....._....__~.--...... _. • .._..,_. -· --~ .._.. ___ ~:: 
i 
I BON AMI LUMBER CO. 
i 




LUMBER AND PAINT 
Phone 35 
t ::-...----+--•- _..._,... ______ .._..,_ .. _ _.,._...._.,..._....._....._ __ ..,._...,._ .. _ ...._.......__.___....._ 
Tat K.: Father said he'd kill the first fellow that kissed me. 
Chester: Well, did he? 
i -..--:: 
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116 State Street 
I 










t ! Phone 164 Phone 165 
f "Good things you like to eat" 
I t 
:l-.- ... • _ ..... __....__......_ ... _.... __...._...__....u ::-.- . . . . . _.... _...___....___..__.._  _.....__..__...:: 
QUALITY SERVICE 
TOILET ARTICLES HOUSEHOLD ~ECESSITIES 
"Everything in the Drug Line" 
WINKLERS 
Two Pharmacists Soda Fountain 
I ::-+--------+------>----<------- --·-·-· ---· _____....__.._...._...._.,..__......__.._...,_ _________ __  • ____ :: 
Mrs. Prater: Did you hear about Miss Case almost drowning last nite "! 
Miss Means: No, How? 
Mrs. Prater: Well, the pillow slipped, the bed spread, and he fell through the 
mattress into the spring. 
- ::-
Mr. Baker (in history): Who can tell me why Grant stopped m the middle of 
a brilliant charge? 
From rear of room: His supporters fell away on both sides. 
--::-
If a chigger were bigger than a great big cow, 
And his digger had the vigor of a sub-soil plow, 
Tell me, picknicker, where would you be now? 
- ::-
Miss Papes: Who do you consider the biggest dumb-bell? 
Willis B. : A person who looks for eggs in a coo-coo clock. 
- ::-
Ralph S.: Do you know what the height of painlessness is? 
Everett E.: A splinter in a wooden leg. 
- ::-
Hill: I couldn't stand it to see a lady stand while I was sitting. 
Mac : So you gave her your seat. 
Hill : No, I put on eye g lasses and pretended I was blind. 
' 
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